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LEFTA Systems™ is the only vendor that provides one comprehensive software platform, SHIELD Suite, consisting 
of software applications in the areas of: 
 

1. Academy (ATRAX) 
2. Field Training (LEFTA) 
3. Employee Training Records (METR) 
4. Use of Force (FACTS) 
5. Internal Affairs 
6. Profiling / Field Investigation (PASS) 
7. Vehicle Pursuit (VIPR) 
8. Fleet Vehicle Damage (V-DOC) 
9. Employee Conduct (EMCOT)  
10. Immigration Enforcement Tracking (IFIR) 

 
The applications housed under the SHIELD Suite provide an all-inclusive solution for the electronic maintenance 
and administration of document-based information within an agency. The SHIELD Suite platform also allows a 
client to manage access for all applications with just one user profile. 
 
Each software application within the SHIELD Suite is a fully independent application that can be customized to 
client specifications. Customizations can include nomenclature, user permission rights, electronic signature 
sequence, email alerts and much more.  
 
While they function independently, several of the applications connect with related applications within the 
platform. The ATRAX academy application links with our LEFTA field training application. LEFTA also links with 
our employee training records application METR, allowing a clear view of an employee’s training from the time 
they enter the academy until they retire or leave an agency. Other applications allow for the population of data 
points that were previously captured in different reports, alleviating redundant data entry.  
 
LEFTA Systems™ also offers an optional business intelligence tool that allows clients to intelligently interpret 
hundreds of data points collected within the SHIELD Suite, as well as incorporating a highly customizable Early 
Warning System.  
 
We are a cloud-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) provider that utilizes Microsoft’s AZURE Government to 
securely host client data with redundancy backup and a four-million-dollar cyber insurance policy.  
 
Our applications are a need-based line of software developed by LEFTA Systems™ specifically to meet the 
challenges of documenting training and other areas of high liability. LEFTA Systems™ SHIELD Suite is the only 
integrated product of its kind on the market. We own the development code for these software applications and 
LEFTA Systems™ is the sole distributor of the SHIELD Suite.    
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Bryan Selzer 
Chief Executive Officer 


